Sitech to Distribute AMT Maintenance Software in Peru
Sitech, a leading technology distributor in Peru owned by local Caterpillar Dealer, Ferreyros, will market iSolutions
AMT Asset and Maintenance Management Software, AMT.

iSolutions proudly announces a software distribution agreement with Sitech in Peru covering their leading Asset and Maintenance Management
Software, AMT.

AMT is best of breed maintenance software for managing mining and construction equipment. Sitech will distribute AMT to the growing Peruvian
mining and construction sector.

Sitech, 100% owned by Ferreyros, the Caterpillar Dealer in Peru, has a great reputation as a technology provider. Ferreyros has invested in Sitech
Peru to bring leading technology solutions to Peru and can provide dedicated local and regional support.

Stuart Burckhardt, Chief Marketing Officier for iSolutions International remarked, "Peru has a significant and growing mining and construction
industry. There is over US$60B of mining investement slated for the next decade and demand for mining technology will be high. To distribute AMT
effectively in Peru we needed a strong partner local partner and we have found that in Sitech."

iSolutions develops and markets AMT to help mining and construction companies improve equipment performance and reduce life cycle operating
costs. Used by over 200 equipment sites around the world, AMT incorporates the latest methodologies for equipment management and provides a
structured approach for users to follow.

AMT can be used by construction and mining equipment companies both large and small. The entry level package, AMT One is cost effective for
companies with only 20 assets or more. AMT Enterprise caters for large or multi-site mining companies with hundreds or thousands of equipment.

AMT can bolt onto existing enterprise and finance and dispatch systems such as Ellipse, SAP, Oracle, Accpac or JDE to provide proactive asset
management functionality. AMT can also operate as a stand-alone system to manage day to day maintenance and improve maintenance efficiency.

iSolutions count some of the world’s leading Equipment Management companies as customers including Yanacocha, GyM-StraCON and of course
Ferreyros in Peru. Other international customers include Glencore, Newmont Mining, Peabody Energy and Atlas Copco Chile.
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